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RT @SanDiegoBFC: #ilca2011 Don't look at the growth chart if you haven't carefully looked at the baby first!
Great advice.

20-Jul-11 05:21 | sherrycnm

RT @hillaryboucher: RT @callmecass: @moonflowerlc found that tweeting #ilca2011 made the conference even
more fun & helped me connect w/new folks! #birthgenius

20-Jul-11 05:20 | sherrycnm

RT @HygeiaKate: I loved that there were several people at #ilca2011 live tweeting sessions, but it was a big
challenge w/o internet access. #birthgenius

20-Jul-11 05:20 | sherrycnm

@BEBOerica Got a brief preview of the @infantrisk app at #ilca2011 - looks useful but didn't have much time to
play with it. #lcchat #lcinpp

20-Jul-11 04:18 | callmecass

RT @caroline_IBCLC: Compare brain and (lactating) breast: 23% of energy is used for the brain, 30% for
lactating breasts. Breasts must be important! #ilca2011

20-Jul-11 02:05 | MollyIBCLC

RT @callmecass: Jane Heinig: How many professions are there where you go to work & change lives every day?
#ILCA2011

20-Jul-11 00:39 | HADwiggins

RT @callmecass: @moonflowerlc @JeanetteIBCLC I found that tweeting #ilca2011 made the conference even
more fun & helped me connect w/new folks! #birthgenius

20-Jul-11 00:21 | iamambermccann

RT @BreastfeedingNY: RT @SanDiegoBFC: Mom advice: don't interfere with your baby's hands while he/she is
latching. It can disorient him/her - CWGenna #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 23:08 | LLLofIndiana

RT @SanDiegoBFC: Moms: want to help your baby latch more widely? Let your baby lean his/her head back,
like you would drink from a water bottle. #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 23:08 | LLLofIndiana

RT @callmecass: Jane Heinig: How many professions are there where you go to work & change lives every day?
#ILCA2011

19-Jul-11 23:07 | LLLofIndiana

RT @HygeiaKate: "We're swimming in advertisements for artificial baby milk. #breastfeeding is hidden".
#ilca2011

19-Jul-11 23:07 | LLLofIndiana

RT @HADwiggins: There is not one way to initiate breastfeeding. -Suzanne Colson #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 23:06 | LLLofIndiana

RT @BestforBabes: RT @HygeiaKate: RT @HADwiggins CDC says: among mothers who breastfed less than 3
mths, 77% wanted to breastfeed longer #ilca2011 #bfing

19-Jul-11 23:06 | LLLofIndiana

RT @BestforBabes: Yes! RT @SarahGriffin88: RT @amysiegrist: Oxytocin is the social hormone. Breastfeeding
was never meant to be done in private. #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 23:06 | LLLofIndiana

RT @babiesinbloom: "if you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together!" thanks Cathy Carothers
and Kendall Cox #ILCA2011

19-Jul-11 19:41 | sdbargainmama

RT @hillaryboucher: RT @callmecass: @moonflowerlc found that tweeting #ilca2011 made the conference even
more fun & helped me connect w/new folks! #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 18:52 | caroline_IBCLC

RT @callmecass: Myth: Breastfeeding is tiring to NICU babies and bottle is easier. Fact: babies respond to flow.
(Jack Newman) #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 18:44 | creebreastfeed

@moonflowerlc I saw a sneak preview at #ilca2011 and it looks great - very useful! #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 18:29 | callmecass

I loved that there were several people at #ilca2011 live tweeting sessions, but it was a big challenge w/o internet
access. #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 18:00 | HygeiaKate

RT @callmecass: I dont think there was an official #ilca2011 twitter policy, mentioning it in major sessions gave
validity #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:54 | hillaryboucher



I don't think there was an official #ilca2011 twitter policy, mentioning it in major sessions gave validity
#birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:54 | callmecass

Frustrating b/c #ilca2011 collected twitter handles but didn't put them on nametags. So I took care of it!
#birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:53 | callmecass

@JeanetteIBCLC Late to the party, but I loved that @callmecass had her twitter handle written on her #ilca2011
badge. :)

19-Jul-11 17:51 | HygeiaKate

RT @callmecass: @moonflowerlc found that tweeting #ilca2011 made the conference even more fun & helped
me connect w/new folks! #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:44 | hillaryboucher

@moonflowerlc @JeanetteIBCLC I found that tweeting #ilca2011 made the conference even more fun & helped
me connect w/new folks! #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:43 | callmecass

RT @moonflowerlc: @callmecass @JeanetteIBCLC so glad to follow your tweets, thanks for bringing a bit of
#ilca2011 to twitter #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:42 | hillaryboucher

@callmecass @JeanetteIBCLC was so glad to follow your tweets, thanks for bringing a bit of #ilca2011 to twitter
#birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:41 | moonflowerlc

@BirthSwell I'm an #IBCLC2B (exam in less than a week, eek!) and just got back from tweeting at #ILCA2011
Happy to share! #birthgenius

19-Jul-11 17:37 | callmecass

RT @BirthSwell: 1 hour until #BirthGenius --we're preparing for #DONA11 & inspired by #ILCA2011 by chatting
about SocialMedia at #birth conferences.Join us!

19-Jul-11 16:38 | hillaryboucher

1 hour until #BirthGenius --we're preparing for #DONA11 & inspired by #ILCA2011 by chatting about SocialMedia
at #birth conferences.Join us!

19-Jul-11 16:37 | BirthSwell

What was your favorite quote during the #ilca2011 conference?

19-Jul-11 16:30 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @caroline_IBCLC: Learned a new expression yesterday: Maternal Nipple deprivation (leads to thumbsucking,
which the speaker identified as an OCD)”#ILCA2011

19-Jul-11 15:57 | midwife_maria

@childbirthgrph so glad you liked the Affinity pump demo! Let us know of any questions! cc: @lansinohusa
#bfchat #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 15:25 | robynu

Back 2 office after #ilca2011! Back 2 struggle 4 ACTUAL skin2skin! Great 1st time lots 2 think of!
http://yfrog.com/kejpllpj

19-Jul-11 14:50 | sherrycnm

RT @mamabear_ca: @callmecass nice! I spent the whole day studying a couple of @IBCToronto interns for
IBCLC exam in 10 days #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 14:39 | IBCToronto

RT @callmecass: Myth: Breastfeeding is tiring to NICU babies and bottle is easier. Fact: babies respond to flow.
(Jack Newman) #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 14:38 | IBCToronto

RT @ILCA1985: Next up after #ilca2011 is World #Breastfeeding Week which will be celebrated from 8/1-8/7 in
over 170 countries - http://t.co/3LnOSsJ

19-Jul-11 13:51 | pumpapair

Next up after #ilca2011 is World #Breastfeeding Week which will be celebrated from 8/1-8/7 in over 170 countries
- http://t.co/3LnOSsJ

19-Jul-11 13:06 | ILCA1985

RT @HygeiaKate: RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011 Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down
incredible: approx 50% more expressed! #breastfeeding

19-Jul-11 09:46 | Courtneyking85

RT @HygeiaBaby: RT @HygeiaKate: "The world will be a better place for your supporting the WHO Code in any
way you can" #breastfeeding #ilca2011

19-Jul-11 03:13 | MollyIBCLC



RT @caroline_IBCLC: Learned a new expression yesterday: Maternal Nipple deprivation (leads to thumbsucking,
which the speaker identified as an OCD)”#ILCA2011

18-Jul-11 22:29 | gealachannir

RT @caroline_IBCLC: Compare brain and (lactating) breast: 23% of energy is used for the brain, 30% for
lactating breasts. Breasts must be important! #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 22:29 | gealachannir

@HADwiggins #ilca2011 #lcinpp HopeAllyson had an awesome research poster at the conf about her lactation
relief work in Haiti

18-Jul-11 21:50 | LizBrooksIBCLC

Finally home from #ILCA2011 What an amazing time!

18-Jul-11 21:11 | HADwiggins

@HygeiaKate That's a great pic. It was nice to see you there. Hope you enjoyed it. #ILCA2011

18-Jul-11 21:06 | ekgmasrd

How cute are my mom and her friends at #ilca2011? :) http://twitpic.com/5s96ni

18-Jul-11 20:44 | HygeiaKate

Great pics from #ilca2011 posted to our FB page. Check it out: http://t.co/nSbWgiB

18-Jul-11 19:47 | USLCA

Reading the studies mentioned in some of the topics from #ilca2011 Thrilled with the idea of Muswamba
Mwamba's work.

18-Jul-11 19:37 | DoulaMySoul

What was your favorite session/plenary of the #ilca2011 conference?

18-Jul-11 18:30 | SanDiegoBFC

#ILCA2011 was such a wonderful experience. Still wrapping my head around it all, will blog about it soon!

18-Jul-11 15:46 | MamaPearDesigns

Hope everyone enjoyed #ILCA2011 it was great to meet so many wonderful people. Hopefully I'll be able to go
next year & see you all again.

18-Jul-11 15:37 | BreastfeedSJC

Safe travels home from #ilca2011 everyone! We'd love to hear what your favorite take-away from this year's
conference was...

18-Jul-11 15:11 | ILCA1985

@katgordon Yes! The bus was at our #ILCA2011 meeting this past week - several friends are attending the
event today in SF - very cool event

18-Jul-11 14:41 | WendysWright

RT @HygeiaKate: RT @callmecass Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom.
(Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 13:27 | carlamgregg

Check out our Snappies breast milk containers at booth 61 #ILCA2011 http://bit.ly/nyceMR

18-Jul-11 12:24 | servingscience

RT @amysiegrist: Moms need to learn about hand expression prenatally and expect to do it frequently in the
hospital. #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 12:15 | missywombat

RT @JohnnysJune: Mortality of late preterm (34-37 weeks gestation) infants is 4.6 times higher than that of the
term infant. #ILCA2011

18-Jul-11 11:37 | missywombat

I'd like to see closer association ACNM & ILCA. It should be MUCH closer. We are covering the same ground &
problems! #ilca2011 #acnm

18-Jul-11 11:37 | sherrycnm

Back on road to TX! Hated 2 leave San Diego but not sad to leave hotel there! Pretty but won't stay there
again-reviews right. #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 11:27 | sherrycnm

RT @HADwiggins: cdc infant feeding practices- among mothers who breastfed less than 3 months, 77% wanted
to breastfeed longer #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 10:10 | creebreastfeed



RT @ILCA1985: Happy Sat #ilca2011 attendees! We've got 2 live webinars today: Research on BF/Obesity &
Type2 Diabetes; and Ethical Issues in BF support.

18-Jul-11 10:10 | creebreastfeed

In the process of laying some really cool groundwork. Research, here I come! Inspiration, courtesy of #ilca2011!

18-Jul-11 06:43 | DoulaMySoul

Enjoyed an awesome 5-day #ILCA2011 conference -listened to many wonderful speakers, met some lovely
ladies, bought... http://fb.me/XE7hHBiB

18-Jul-11 06:08 | babiesinbloom

@LizBrooksIBCLC thanks for dancing in the aisles today it improved my power point skills amongst other things.
#ILCA2011 #lcinpp

18-Jul-11 05:25 | purelovebabies

My 3 sweet grandbabies that I'm missing! All born@home (I caught) & ALL breastfed! #ilca2011
http://yfrog.com/kju6ajgj

18-Jul-11 05:09 | sherrycnm

RT @sandiegobfc: Such an amazing conference! feel rejuvenated after seeing so many inspiring women who
help other women every day! #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 04:55 | BirthSwell

@iamambermccann #ilca2011 #ibclc #breastfeeding #bfing. Absolutely, you are right. Its a process-one that
ACNM is learning also!

18-Jul-11 04:20 | sherrycnm

Such an amazing conference! I always feel rejuvenated after seeing so many insipring women who help other
women every day! #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 04:18 | SanDiegoBFC

OMGoodness so bad in AZ we totally had to stop! Scary-sorry if I offend but AZ probably ain't my kinda state!
#ilca2011

18-Jul-11 04:16 | sherrycnm

@MelissaRNCLNC It was being sold at #ilca2011 you may be able to get it online-I loved it! #breastfeeding

18-Jul-11 04:10 | sherrycnm

Gosh AZ gimme a break! Dust storm! Ugh. #ilca2011 not to mention no phone service-SCREAM!

18-Jul-11 04:06 | sherrycnm

RT @sherrycnm: Dear ILCA, if you want social media we MUST have good internet & power sources
EVERYWHERE! Thx #ilca2011 #ibclc #breastfeeding #bfing

18-Jul-11 03:32 | iamambermccann

RT @everymotherinc: #ilca2011 Peter Hartmann tells us of a study in which lactating mice solved mazes faster
and were much more adventurous than virgin mice.

18-Jul-11 03:17 | LLLNac

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

18-Jul-11 03:06 | KKonradLCCE

Yuma AZ on our way home from #ilca2011 Lots to think about! #breastfeeding #ibclc http://yfrog.com/kh5idsj

18-Jul-11 02:03 | sherrycnm

RT @amysiegrist: I plan to start immediately using the term artificial milk instead of formula. #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 02:00 | MollyIBCLC

RT @BreastfeedSJC: For those of you taking the #IBCLC test this year, remember this Gini-ism. You only have
to pass. #ILCA2011

18-Jul-11 02:00 | MollyIBCLC

Thank you for the opportunity to share the mission of our organization. We appreciated all the support we
received! #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 01:28 | BF_USA

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

18-Jul-11 01:26 | BF_USA

Fair well my LC friends till next time @callmecass @caroline_IBCLC @HADwiggins @SanDiegoBFC #ILCA2011

18-Jul-11 00:54 | purelovebabies



The conference was fabulous!!! Looking forward to getting back to work and applying and implementing. Thanks
to all #ilca2011

18-Jul-11 00:47 | bigbluesmom

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

18-Jul-11 00:19 | yummiest_mommy

Highlight of the conference: chatting with Jack Newman #starstruck #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 23:55 | DoulaMySoul

Headed home from #ilca2011 glad to know two words: "Business Expense"

17-Jul-11 23:46 | DoulaMySoul

RT @BreastfeedSJC: Some hospitals are doing skin-to-skin for cesareans, is yours? Decreases mothers stress,
improves #breastfeeding outcomes. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 23:39 | AimeeLC

RT @signingcharity: for @story3girl @DonutsMama "@callmecass: Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of
"good" baby or "good" mom. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011"

17-Jul-11 23:22 | TNPBirthSrvices

RT @eurolacpuntnet: RT @callmecass: Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom.
(Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 22:38 | Lindar76

RT @HygeiaKate: RT @callmecass Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom.
(Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 22:36 | rebeccanmast

RT @JohnnysJune: Readmission of the late preterm infant is related to the fact that they suck at sucking
#disorganizedsuck. #lowstamina #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 22:25 | DoulaOnDuty

RT @SanDiegoBFC: RT @callmecass: Managing late-preterm infant as if they are term sets them up for
challenges/failure. (Jane Morton) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 22:25 | TNPBirthSrvices

RT @JayGordonMDFAAP: RT @sherrycnm: Babies in mom's bed in hospitals! K Abbott Wow-if only...!!!
#ilca2011 #breastfeeding #ibclc #bfing

17-Jul-11 21:59 | phjone

Haha. Agree! Long, info-filled week!@sherrycnm: Too long in conference...Pet peeve-people who answer
speaker as if talking to them #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 21:58 | babiesinbloom

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 21:57 | phjone

Some hospitals are doing skin-to-skin for cesareans, is yours? Decreases mothers stress, improves
#breastfeeding outcomes. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 21:40 | BreastfeedSJC

Shocked by lack of visibility of midwives @ #ilca2011 #ibclc #breastfeeding #bfing

17-Jul-11 21:38 | sherrycnm

MD's in any specialty need to know about #breastfeeding or at least know where to go for correct answers.
#ILCA2011 discussion about doctors

17-Jul-11 21:38 | BreastfeedSJC

@amysiegrist I So appreciate your #ILCA2011 tweeting, though! Thanks for doing it!

17-Jul-11 21:22 | theIBCLC

Too long in conference...Pet peeve...people who answer speaker as if talking to them. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:58 | sherrycnm

@BreastfeedSJC I bet that was a great session! Please share the finer points! #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:57 | theIBCLC

RT @BreastfeedSJC: For those of you taking the #IBCLC test this year, remember this Gini-ism. You only have
to pass. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:56 | theIBCLC



@KimLiving I don't want to say that "I barely passed", but that's about the truth. And pass I did! #ILCA2011
#IBCLC

17-Jul-11 20:56 | theIBCLC

@amysiegrist Okay that makes more sense, thanks! #ILCA2011 -Love Healthy Children!

17-Jul-11 20:53 | theIBCLC

"@theIBCLC: @amysiegrist How to find Healthy Baby Project? #ILCA2011" it is healthy children. Sorry for error.

17-Jul-11 20:50 | amysiegrist

@everymotherinc I can understand Followed his video course.. I only make dynamic presentations from now on.
#robertlane #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:47 | MarijkeFrings

#ilca2011 overheard at Robert Lane's presentation: I've got to go to the bathroom but I don't want to leave the...
http://fb.me/BTYddNzg

17-Jul-11 20:42 | everymotherinc

In Dr Chung's session-Plz don't forget midwives cuz we are your allies!!! #ilca2011 #ibclc #breastfeeding #bfing

17-Jul-11 20:38 | sherrycnm

Good doctors, bad choices: Helping physicians to support breastfeeding. Esther K. Chung MD MPH #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:36 | JohnnysJune

RT @HygeiaKate: RT @callmecass Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom.
(Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:33 | HelenBManahan

Note to self: “@BreastfeedSJC: For those of you taking the #IBCLC test this year, remember this Gini-ism. You
only have to pass. #ILCA2011”

17-Jul-11 20:31 | KimLiving

If never heard-check out Cookie Jar by Alice Saffer @ Every Oz Counts! My ringtone & free download! #ilca2011
#ibclc #breastfeeding #bfing

17-Jul-11 20:31 | sherrycnm

RT @amysiegrist: Moms need to learn about hand expression prenatally and expect to do it frequently in the
hospital. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:30 | HelenBManahan

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:27 | DeepSouthDoula

RT @callmecass: Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom. (Jane Heinig)
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:27 | beepah

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:23 | sherrycnm

Dear ILCA, if you want social media we MUST have good internet & power sources EVERYWHERE! Thx
#ilca2011 #ibclc #breastfeeding #bfing

17-Jul-11 20:22 | sherrycnm

http://ow.ly/i/eugc i don't look near as enormous...Martha is petite though! #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:22 | JohnnysJune

http://ow.ly/i/eufJ Me towering over Martha at #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:18 | JohnnysJune

@nashvillebirth No #ilca2011, after being there past 4 years-time 4 break. Following tweets and enjoying the
knowledge transmission!

17-Jul-11 20:16 | FeedYourBaby

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 20:12 | FeedYourBaby

RT @signingcharity: for @story3girl @DonutsMama "@callmecass: Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of
"good" baby or "good" mom. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011"

17-Jul-11 20:11 | theIBCLC



@amysiegrist How to find Healthy Baby Project? I found something about skin2skin on Healthy Children, but
nothing for HealthyBaby #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:11 | theIBCLC

RT @JohnnysJune: Mortality of late preterm (34-37 weeks gestation) infants is 4.6 times higher than that of the
term infant. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:09 | theIBCLC

RT @JohnnysJune: Readmission of the late preterm infant is related to the fact that they suck at sucking
#disorganizedsuck. #lowstamina #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 20:09 | theIBCLC

RT @everymotherinc: #ilca2011 you can see a video on relational presentations at
www.aspirecommunications.com

17-Jul-11 19:58 | kendallrcox

RT @amysiegrist: There are 9 stages of skin to skin immed after birth. Check it out from the Healthy Baby
Project. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 19:42 | MollyIBCLC

RT @amysiegrist: Moms need to learn about hand expression prenatally and expect to do it frequently in the
hospital. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 19:42 | MollyIBCLC

RT @amysiegrist: When ABM is needed, J. Morton uses exp. ones like Alimentum not in bottle, tells mom "thank
goodness we won't need this for long" #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 19:42 | MollyIBCLC

RT @HygeiaKate: RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011 Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down
incredible: approx 50% more expressed! #breastfeeding

17-Jul-11 19:41 | MollyIBCLC

RT @amysiegrist: #ilca2011 I think Jane Morton's talk on LPTs and other at risk babies just became my fav
session. My takeaway: prioritize hand expression.

17-Jul-11 19:40 | MollyIBCLC

RT @callmecass: Managing late-preterm infant as if they are term sets them up for challenges/failure. (Jane
Morton) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 19:40 | MollyIBCLC

@MilkinCookies - so glad you heard about me @ #ilca2011. How cool! Got your email and I'll give you a shout
tom. Yay #latchon america!

17-Jul-11 19:30 | MilkBankGuy

Readmission of the late preterm infant is related to the fact that they suck at sucking #disorganizedsuck.
#lowstamina #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 19:29 | JohnnysJune

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 19:26 | Amberbirthdoula

Hate that!! RT @HygeiaKate: RT @callmecass Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or
"good" mom. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 19:25 | bananaramafoFin

Mortality of late preterm (34-37 weeks gestation) infants is 4.6 times higher than that of the term infant.
#ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 19:21 | JohnnysJune

RT @callmecass: Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support.
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 19:15 | iamambermccann

#ilca2011 you can see a video on relational presentations at www.aspirecommunications.com

17-Jul-11 19:11 | everymotherinc

Loved watching the self attachment/skin-to-skin videos with Crenshaw. Beautiful. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 19:05 | BreastfeedSJC

RT @SanDiegoBFC: #ilca2011 Jane Heinig-oops!) repetition and minimizing stimulation will calm the little ones.

17-Jul-11 18:56 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @SanDiegoBFC: #ilca2011 Crying doesn't mean your baby is hungry unless hunger cues are shown as well.
(Jane Heinig-oops!)

17-Jul-11 18:56 | SanDiegoBFC



RT @SanDiegoBFC: #ilca2011 Engage with your baby first, then repetition to soothe if crying ensues. (Jane
Heinig-oops!)

17-Jul-11 18:56 | SanDiegoBFC

for @story3girl @DonutsMama "@callmecass: Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good"
mom. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011"

17-Jul-11 18:49 | signingcharity

Ah ha. That's how you do that in PowerPoint! Great session. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:42 | BreastfeedLA

There are 9 stages of skin to skin immed after birth. Check it out from the Healthy Baby Project. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:36 | amysiegrist

RT @callmecass: RT @JohnnysJune: Babies don't sleep like adults...shocker! #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 18:32 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @callmecass: Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom. (Jane Heinig)
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:32 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @callmecass: Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom. (Jane Heinig)
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:30 | BeauChoix

Moms need to learn about hand expression prenatally and expect to do it frequently in the hospital. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:28 | amysiegrist

RT @callmecass: Understanding baby states will make you look like an infant psychic. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:27 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @HygeiaKate: RT @callmecass Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom.
(Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:27 | borglady

RT @callmecass Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom. (Jane Heinig)
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:27 | HygeiaKate

RT @JohnnysJune: Babies don't sleep like adults...shocker! #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 18:23 | callmecass

When ABM is needed, J. Morton uses exp. ones like Alimentum not in bottle, tells mom "thank goodness we
won't need this for long" #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:23 | amysiegrist

Baby sleep is mistakenly seen as marker of "good" baby or "good" mom. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:22 | callmecass

Babies don't sleep like adults...shocker! #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 18:20 | JohnnysJune

Thank you for being awesome @BestforBabes: Sending lots of love to amazing IBCLCs, CLCs & health care
professionals at #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 18:17 | JohnnysJune

#ilca2011 Engage with your baby first, then repetition to soothe if crying ensues. (Jane Morton)

17-Jul-11 18:14 | SanDiegoBFC

#ilca2011 Crying doesn't mean your baby is hungry unless hunger cues are shown as well. (Jane Morton)

17-Jul-11 18:10 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @sherrycnm: If Dr/midwife follows evidence & delays cord cut then no option but SKIN2SKIN! #ilca2011
#breastfeeding #ibclc #bfing

17-Jul-11 18:09 | SanDiegoBFC

If non-nurse midwives and non-nurse LC's in-hospital could we change hospital birth-I'd bet so! #ilca2011
#breastfeeding #ibclc #bfing

17-Jul-11 18:08 | sherrycnm



RT @callmecass: Understanding baby states will make you look like an infant psychic. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:08 | SanDiegoBFC

#ilca2011 Jane Morton: repetition and minimizing stimulation will calm the little ones.

17-Jul-11 18:08 | SanDiegoBFC

Listening to Secrets of Baby Behavior blogger, Jane Heinig. Just another reminder how valuable this blog is.
Check it out often! #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 18:06 | SanDiegoBFC

Imagine if midwives mixed with ALL their counterparts as LC's do and were Internat'l #ilca2011 #breastfeeding

17-Jul-11 18:05 | sherrycnm

#ilca2011 Jane Heinig - such amazing baby behavior info. Took her class years ago and learned so much today!

17-Jul-11 18:03 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @BestforBabes: Sending lots of love to amazing IBCLCs, CLCs & health care professionals at #ILCA2011
--thank you for helping moms & babies #breastfeeding

17-Jul-11 18:03 | DagmarBleasdale

Find out about Snappies breast milk containers at booth 61 #ILCA2011 http://bit.ly/nyceMR

17-Jul-11 18:00 | servingscience

If Dr/midwife follows evidence & delays cord cut then no option but SKIN2SKIN! #ilca2011 #breastfeeding #ibclc
#bfing

17-Jul-11 17:56 | sherrycnm

Understanding baby states will make you look like an infant psychic. (Jane Heinig) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 17:47 | callmecass

@HygeiaBaby @callmecass neither, don't know how to hand express #breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 17:42 | pigletinfrance

Jane Heinig: Misperception among some moms that crying & waking up are abnormal baby behaviors.#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 17:39 | callmecass

RT @callmecass: Moms: were you taught how to hand express milk in the hospital (or afterwards)?
#breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 17:37 | HygeiaBaby

RT @HygeiaKate: RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011 Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down
incredible: approx 50% more expressed! #breastfeeding

17-Jul-11 17:36 | JohnnysJune

RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011 Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down incredible: approx 50%
more expressed! #breastfeeding

17-Jul-11 17:35 | HygeiaKate

RT @amysiegrist: #ilca2011 I think Jane Morton's talk on LPTs and other at risk babies just became my fav sess.
Prioritize hand expression.

17-Jul-11 17:20 | SanDiegoBFC

Use evidence & research (not anecdote/experience) to effect change in the hospitals. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 17:01 | callmecass

Friends with formula? Lock the stuff up and stop the practice or Rx artificial as med it is! #ilca2011 #ibclc
#breastfeeding #bfing

17-Jul-11 16:58 | sherrycnm

RT @JayGordonMDFAAP: RT @sherrycnm: Babies in mom's bed in hospitals! K Abbott Wow-if only...!!!
#ilca2011 #breastfeeding #ibclc #bfing

17-Jul-11 16:56 | janetlansbury

I gotta find out more about Alice Peck Hospital! #ilca2011 #breastfeeding #ibclc LC but maybe not nurse!

17-Jul-11 16:53 | sherrycnm

RT @theIBCLC: Hey #ILCA2011 ladies! I need to see tweets today about the hospital practices and clinical
challenges sessions! Keep tweetin!

17-Jul-11 16:53 | JayGordonMDFAAP



RT @sherrycnm: Babies in mom's bed in hospitals! K Abbott Wow-if only...!!! #ilca2011 #breastfeeding #ibclc
#bfing

17-Jul-11 16:52 | JayGordonMDFAAP

Babies in mom's bed in hospitals! K Abbott Wow-if only...!!! #ilca2011 #breastfeeding #ibclc #bfing

17-Jul-11 16:52 | sherrycnm

RT @theIBCLC: Hey #ILCA2011 ladies! I need to see tweets today about the hospital practices and clinical
challenges sessions! Keep tweetin!

17-Jul-11 16:51 | moonflowerlc

RT @JohnnysJune: Corporate policy indicates no gifts....time to cut the cord and #banthebags. #BFHI will make
the cost of #formula go away. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 16:50 | moonflowerlc

RT @theIBCLC: Hey #ILCA2011 ladies! I need to see tweets today about the hospital practices and clinical
challenges sessions! Keep tweetin!

17-Jul-11 16:44 | lookingforisis

Corporate policy indicates no gifts....time to cut the cord and #banthebags. #BFHI will make the cost of #formula
go away. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 16:40 | JohnnysJune

Card in BF bag "call your LC before returning to work" Kathy Abbott #ilca2011 #ibclc #breastfeeding
http://yfrog.com/kivypcuj

17-Jul-11 16:37 | sherrycnm

Need to encourage prenatal classes/prep rather than just relying on hospital LC support. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 16:35 | callmecass

#ilca2011 I think Jane Morton's talk on LPTs and other at risk babies just became my fav session. My takeaway:
prioritize hand expression.

17-Jul-11 16:35 | amysiegrist

View from meeting with Kathy Abbott! #ilca2011 #breastfeeding #ibclc http://yfrog.com/kk31154744j

17-Jul-11 16:34 | sherrycnm

RT @everymotherinc: #ilca2011 Robert Lane is rocking here at ILCA! We're learning how to make our
presentations more visual.

17-Jul-11 16:33 | kendallrcox

Is pumping like an overused app? (Karen Gromada) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 16:32 | callmecass

Kathy Abbott speaking about a hospital without ANY epidurals! Maybe it is time to move! #ilca2011
#breastfeeding #ibclc #bfing

17-Jul-11 16:26 | sherrycnm

RT @callmecass: Managing late-preterm infant as if they are term sets them up for challenges/failure. (Jane
Morton) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 16:25 | amysiegrist

From Johhny Appleseed to Woodstock: Going baby friendly in New England. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 16:24 | JohnnysJune

Jane Morton & Nancy Wight agree babies born @ 37+6 should be assessed/treated as Late Preterm. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 16:02 | callmecass

RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011. Day 4: Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down incredible: approx
50% more expressed!

17-Jul-11 15:58 | SanDiegoBFC

And always feed the baby! RT @BreastfeedSJC: For those of u taking the #IBCLC test, remember this Gini-ism.
U only have to pass. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 15:56 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @callmecass: Managing late-preterm infant as if they are term sets them up for challenges/failure. (Jane
Morton) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:55 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @HygeiaKate: What stimulates milk production is early, frequent and effective removal of colostrum.
#breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:54 | HelenBManahan



RT @callmecass: Managing late-preterm infant as if they are term sets them up for challenges/failure. (Jane
Morton) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:52 | eurolacpuntnet

Managing late-preterm infant as if they are term sets them up for challenges/failure. (Jane Morton) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:51 | callmecass

#ilca2011 Jane Morton: teach moms of LPTs (or babies at-risk for feeding difficulties) to hand express and spoon
feed after each BF session

17-Jul-11 15:51 | SanDiegoBFC

#ilca2011 Jane Morton: breastfeeding is natural, but it is a process....just like walking.

17-Jul-11 15:49 | SanDiegoBFC

#ilca2011 Jane Morton: wish she was our pediatrician:)

17-Jul-11 15:47 | SanDiegoBFC

For those of you taking the #IBCLC test this year, remember this Gini-ism. You only have to pass. #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 15:42 | BreastfeedSJC

Hey #ILCA2011 ladies! I need to see tweets today about the hospital practices and clinical challenges sessions!
Keep tweetin!

17-Jul-11 15:42 | theIBCLC

#ilca2011 Robert Lane is rocking here at ILCA! We're learning how to make our presentations more visual.

17-Jul-11 15:37 | everymotherinc

RT @snugabell: BIG shoutout 2amazing peepsI met at #ILCA2011 @bamboobies @SimpleWishes_
@callmecass @MamaPearDesigns @HygeiaKate @PumpinPal

17-Jul-11 15:37 | MamaPearDesigns

Last day..Gini Baker being hilarious in the morning...she is common sense. Love it! @#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:36 | scriles16

RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011. Day 4: Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down incredible: approx
50% more expressed! Martens makes stats fun & powerful

17-Jul-11 15:06 | MollyIBCLC

RT @sherrycnm: "Let's make breastfeeding contagious!" I like it!!! #breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:04 | MollyIBCLC

RT @HygeiaKate: Jane morton's videos on hands on pumping & hand expression are the most clicked on links
on entire Stanford University website! #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:02 | MollyIBCLC

RT @HygeiaKate: What stimulates milk production is early, frequent and effective removal of colostrum.
#breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:01 | lmt9701

RT @HygeiaKate: What stimulates milk production is early, frequent and effective removal of colostrum.
#breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 15:01 | MollyIBCLC

@FeedYourBaby Thanks Denise! I really enjoyed your session last time! Are u at ILCA this year? #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 14:54 | nashvillebirth

@nashvillebirth My conference session on burnout has always been my most popular. Really looking forward to
reading your book! #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 14:44 | FeedYourBaby

Dying to see Morton's talk this morning in about 20 minutes! "Headaches in breastfeeding management."
#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 14:42 | DoulaMySoul

RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011. Day 4: Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down incredible: approx
50% mo… (cont) http://deck.ly/~eamAd

17-Jul-11 14:42 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @purelovebabies: Milk removal in the 1st 3 days may program the breast for future production potential :Jane
Morton #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 14:32 | Motherjoyca



What to choose?? Buying recordings from the sessions I missed. Vino and Viewing party to come for my local
health professionals! #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 14:28 | DoulaMySoul

Last day at #ilca2011 ! Loved the plenary sessions yesterday. The room is full of the most amazing women (and
men)!

17-Jul-11 14:26 | DoulaMySoul

Great workshops @ last day of #ilca2011: clinical challenges; hospital care; baby friendly; teaching next
generation; interactive powerpoint

17-Jul-11 14:11 | ILCA1985

RT @LizBrooksIBCLC: #ilca2011. Day 4: Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down incredible: approx
50% more expressed! Martens makes stats fun & powerful

17-Jul-11 14:09 | ILCA1985

Last day of #ILCA2011 enjoyed it & learned a lot. Hope you did too.

17-Jul-11 14:07 | BreastfeedSJC

@LizBrooksIBCLC did u see my book at #ILCA2011? Check it out before u leave. Hope u kept an eye out for the
exhibit hall for me. *wink*

17-Jul-11 13:27 | nashvillebirth

Man I miss #ILCA2011 - not sure if the tweets make it better or worse! Condo already booked for next yr so I will
b there signing books

17-Jul-11 13:19 | nashvillebirth

RT @HygeiaKate: Google "stanford hands on pumping" & "stanford hand expression" for great videos demoing
Jane Morton's techniques. #ilca2011 #breastfeeding

17-Jul-11 13:15 | nashvillebirth

RT@purelovebabies Milk removal in the 1st 3 days may program the breast for future production potential :Jane
Morton #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 12:55 | HelenBManahan

RT @sherrycnm: "Let's make breastfeeding contagious!" I like it!!! #breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 09:33 | BigBreastfeed

RT @BestforBabes: Yes! RT @SarahGriffin88: RT @amysiegrist: Oxytocin is the social hormone. Breastfeeding
was never meant to be done in private. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 08:56 | LaLecheLeagueNZ

"@callmecass: Moms: were you taught how to hand express milk in the hospital (or afterwards)? #breastfeeding
#ilca2011" given handout, no

17-Jul-11 07:53 | inlovewithblue

@HygeiaKate am looking forward to coming to #ilca2011 next year - but exam then #BlogHer11 is good
consolation

17-Jul-11 06:30 | mamabear_ca

Had a great time with my cuz tonight. Sure wish my throat wasn't so dern sore. Last day at #ILCA2011 tomorrow!
Ready for home and my family.

17-Jul-11 06:24 | JohnnysJune

@snugabell and a shout right back! #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 06:11 | JohnnysJune

RT @callmecass: Moms: were you taught how to hand express milk in the hospital (or afterwards)?
#breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 06:10 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @HygeiaKate: Morton suggests colostrum may be too viscous for effective pump removal. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 06:10 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @callmecass: Early hand expression (1st 3 days) has positive correlation w/ milk volume @ 2wks & 8wks.
(Jane Morton) #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 06:10 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @karenawilson: W/each bottle/formula supp given to BF newborn, chances of later excl BF diminishes
dramatically. Nommsen-Rivers #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 06:09 | eurolacpuntnet

RT @SanDiegoBFC: #ilca2011 Don't look at the growth chart if you haven't carefully looked at the baby first!
Great advice.

17-Jul-11 05:58 | eurolacpuntnet



#ILCA2011: Babes on the Ground, Beating the Booby Traps! http://t.co/A3iONPV via @BestforBabes

17-Jul-11 05:56 | snugabell

BIG shoutout to all the amazing peeps that I met at #ILCA2011 @MyBrestFriend @MotherLoveherb

17-Jul-11 05:52 | snugabell

BIG shoutout to all the amazing peeps I met at #ILCA2011 @undercover_mama @LarrivoApparel
@mamamilkmakers @PeekAway @YouLingerie @MyMilkies

17-Jul-11 05:48 | snugabell

BIG shoutout to all the amazing peeps that I met at #ILCA2011 @bamboobies @SimpleWishes_ @CallMeCass
@MamaPearDesigns @HygeiaKate @PumpinPal

17-Jul-11 05:43 | snugabell

Noted! RT @housniati RT @callmecass Early hand expression(1st 3days)has positive correlation w/milk volume
@ 2wks&8wks(Jane Morton)#ilca2011

17-Jul-11 05:15 | aimi_asi

#ilca2011. Day 4: Morton hands-on-pumping research is hands-down incredible: approx 50% more expressed!
Martens makes stats fun & powerful

17-Jul-11 05:11 | LizBrooksIBCLC

@BestforBabes @everymotherinc #ilca2011 hugely successful and invigorating! Thanks for good wishes

17-Jul-11 05:08 | LizBrooksIBCLC

Hot tub. Nice way to spend the last evening of the conference. #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 05:01 | BreastfeedLA

RT @HygeiaKate: What stimulates milk production is early, frequent and effective removal of colostrum.
#breastfeeding #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 04:45 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @HygeiaKate: Jane morton's videos on hands on pumping & hand expression are the most clicked links on
entire Stanford website! #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 04:42 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @purelovebabies: Milk removal in the 1st 3 days may program the breast for future production potential :Jane
Morton #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 04:41 | SanDiegoBFC

RT @purelovebabies: Milk removal in the 1st 3 days may program the breast for future production potential :Jane
Morton #ILCA2011

17-Jul-11 03:34 | MollyIBCLC

RT @caroline_IBCLC: Compare brain and (lactating) breast: 23% of energy is used for the brain, 30% for
lactating breasts. Breasts must be important! #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 02:55 | TNPBirthSrvices

Sending this http://fb.me/yXN4i7kK with love to the amazing lactation consultants & leaders at #ILCA2011
@LizBrooksIBCLC @everymotherinc

17-Jul-11 02:40 | BestforBabes

RT @HygeiaKate: Jane morton's videos on hands on pumping & hand expression are the most clicked on links
on entire Stanford University website! #ilca2011

17-Jul-11 02:38 | mrs_adventure

Have you seen our Babes on the ground at #ILCA2011? #breastfeeding #lcsrock http://fb.me/yXN4i7kK

17-Jul-11 02:34 | BestforBabes

@HygeiaKate I'm really enjoying reading your tweets from #ilca2011 ... Makes me want to help + support other
nursing moms!

17-Jul-11 02:34 | dready_betty


